
Here is my model of Reality, that shows the whole picture as I can 

see it. I think, that Buddhism is only showing half of reality – by 

Intention. Siddhartha Gautama must have known, that there is 

much more, than his teaching – but to realize liberation (Anatta, 

objective pole only) it is enough to know, what he has said.  

I think the Core-Teachings of Buddha are only a Teaching-Device 

to simplify things and make the self+Self disappear. Because 

realizing of no-self is liberation from suffering in itself. 

The normal experienceing of Awareness (awaring of data) is at the 

upper Half-Wave of Awareness, because there is Content - and 

therefore also a conscious experience of it (information, thought). 

The not-experienceing of Awareness is at the lower Half-Wave of 

Awareness, because there is no Content - and therefore no 

knowing of Content – which appears as Gaps, seen from the 6 

Sense-Streams.  

Therefore, in buddhistic teachings, Awareness is impermanent – because there is only a conscious experience in the 

upper Half-Wave but not in the lower one. So, if one wants to know the whole picture – one must also realize the 

lower Half-Wave, which is only a “subconscious knowing of itself” and therefore unknown to the information-related 

upper-Half-Wave-Experiencing. This Information-Experiencing which is believed as “I am experiencing” is it, which is 

purged away, when the Sine-Wave passes the Zero-Line downwards. If the Sine-Wave passes the Zero-Line upwards 

the experiencing and the believed “I, the experiencer” are established new. 

The Yin-Yang-Symbol shows clearly, that the Ancients knew the Fact, that there is a Sine-Wave. And I think, that also 

the old Zen-Masters or Mahamudra-Masters knew this – but this Knowledge is not contained in the Scriptures but was 

transferred only orally. 

Also the saying: “nirvana is at no other place as samsara” - or nirvana is samsara – shows clearly that there is no other 

dimension far away - but simply the content-free other side of the sinewave.  

In the picture are showed only Sinewaves from aside. But if you look from above on many sinewaves – what would 

you see? A gigantic luminous black field of no-thing-ness or no-information-ness – on which different points are 

flashing irregular on and off. And exactly this is realized if movements of the Sinewaves are directly experienced. I can 

literally feel-see this directly with my “inner eye”. It is also seen with the visual eye, heared with the audible ear, can 

be felt by touching something etc. This subtle vibrating and flashing of the sinewaves can be experienced with all 6 

senses. 
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